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THE NEWARK MUSEUM OF ART

A YEAR OF PARTNERSHIPS
We welcome everyone with inclusive experiences that spark curiosity and foster community.
Dear Members of The Newark Museum of Art,

For 111 years, The Newark Museum of Art has made it a priority to share our world-renowned collections with visitors of all ages. This past year, throughout the pandemic and a time of racial reckoning, we continued to connect with adults, youth, and families across New Jersey and around the globe. Ever faithful to our mission: We welcome everyone with inclusive experiences that spark curiosity and foster community, we focused on opportunities to move forward—and there were more than we could have anticipated. Necessity (or a pandemic) truly is the mother of invention.

With the support of our Members, partners, and donors, we became a museum without walls. Leaning into the challenges and the technologies, we brought free and pay-what-you-can virtual programs to New Jersey families and even new audiences from as far away as Croatia, Egypt, The Netherlands, South Africa, the UK, France, and many other countries. Through it all, we found that The Newark Museum of Art was setting a standard for the field.

We offered entirely new homeschooling services to meet the needs of parents and caregivers during this time of distance learning. Adults and youth alike have been stimulated by our up-close virtual encounters with guest experts and culture leaders—from artists and astronomers to poets and zoologists, and quite a few in between.

As a museum committed to “being of the community,” we are listening to the communities we serve and are responsive in our outreach and more relevant with the programming we deliver. To connect with growing LatinX audiences, our most popular holiday programs and Community Day celebrations were advertised and delivered in full or partial Spanish through a partnership with the Museum of History, Anthropology and Art at the University of Puerto Rico.

We are proud of our work to respond to the needs of those who have been unable to enjoy our galleries and garden programs during our public closure. As we prepare to welcome visitors back to a revitalized campus, we continue to serve resilient and diverse communities with accessible and relevant 21st-century experiences. We remain confident these efforts will define us as a vital cultural resource in 2021 and beyond.

Linda C. Harrison
Director/CEO
The Newark Museum of Art
2020 IMPACT REPORT

The Newark Museum of Art has provided access to art and science collections to educate and inspire visitors of all ages. Together we celebrate creativity and unite communities through celebration of world culture.

This year, with the onset of COVID-19, New Jersey families have needed high-quality STEM education and the healing power of art more than ever before. In response, our curators, educators, and creative partners shifted in real-time to virtual delivery of art and science programs to combat learning loss and social isolation.

With the help of our partners and donors, we have delivered a robust calendar of new virtual programs to build community and explore world cultures with our members and new online audiences. Reaching classrooms and living rooms statewide and even internationally, our programs offer tens of thousands of people a way to learn and play at home, reduce stress, and find common ground in creativity.

Delivered 200 entirely new virtual programs online and through social media channels

Connected isolated seniors through safe and meaningful cultural experiences

Developed STEM+Arts distance learning for youth and schools using NJ Board of Ed curriculum

Supported homeschooling parents and families with digital classroom toolkits and services

THANK YOU TO OUR PARTNERS!

1,200 families contributed to the Annual Fund

Bringing Art and Culture to the Community

Artists, musicians, and performers*

Arts & culture leaders and influencers

Scientists, authors, and scholars

Museums and collections around the world

*Artist Faith Ringgold, photograph by Grace Matthews. Courtesy of ACA Galleries,
SERVING OUR MEMBERS AND FAMILIES

Explorers in the Class of 2020 graduated and began college (Dariene Folas ’20)

ART ON THE FLOOR
EPISODE 12: 3D MODELING

New virtual public programs delivered

Students access virtual field trips and digital classrooms
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Explorers in the Class of 2020 graduated and began college (Dariene Folas ’20)

New virtual public programs delivered

Students access virtual field trips and digital classrooms

2020 ACCOMPLISHMENTS

The Newark Museum of Art works at the intersection of art, science, and education to support New Jersey families of all backgrounds on their path of lifelong learning.

CIVIC ENGAGEMENT IN NEWARK

There is no doubt that the pandemic has magnified disparities in access to education and cultural resources, depending on one’s personal circumstances and the economic health of their neighborhood. We are particularly proud of our commitment to free admission for Newark residents, which allows urban seniors and families to access free services and programs all year long.

Through our P.L.A.C.E. task force, we worked with grassroots community partners to register 1,000 new voters this fall with Project Ready. Given disproportionately high transmission rates for COVID-19 in the city, the Museum launched a campaign to promote wearing and personalizing face masks, distributing 10,000 masks this winter.

9,703

15,000+

84,622

Participants in live activities on zoom

Viewers for recorded programs*

Day-of viewers on Facebook, Instagram, Youtube and Twitter

2020 ACCOMPLISHMENTS
The Newark Museum of Art works at the intersection of art, science, and education to support New Jersey families of all backgrounds on their path of lifelong learning.

EDUCATION
When New Jersey schools closed in March, we provided comprehensive prek-12 services mapped to the NJ Board of Education curriculum, reaching 300 schools and 120 districts with tool kits and virtual field trip opportunities in art, science, and history.

ART & CULTURE
Our talented curators, educators, and artist partners created meaningful moments for isolated adults and seniors seeking access to art and ideas from the safety of home. We leveraged our rich collections and deep international network of museum peers to develop entirely new virtual program models to attract record numbers of online viewers.

COLLECTIONS
With our artist partners, we hosted virtual studio visits, public talks, and gallery tours to connect visitors to the creative process. We supported artists by commissioning new work and installing grant-funded exhibitions to be enjoyed by the largest online community the Museum has ever served.

Despite unprecedented logistical challenges, the collections team supported the installation of works on loan to museums across the country and the conservation of work in temporarily closed galleries. The team also began the prestigious and rigorous re-accreditation process with the American Alliance of Museums, which certifies the quality and accessibility of its collections to the public.

NATIONAL LEADERSHIP
In October we took our popular annual fall luncheon online, drawing a national audience to hear five directors from across the country talk about the role of museums in creating positive change. With viewers tuning in from 300 homes and offices, the event netted a record $106,000 for exhibitions and public programs.

... “One of the best museums in the country is the Newark Museum in New Jersey. They pivoted from being a place that only served a small populace to saying, ‘We are part of this community, this city of Newark that has been beat up through riots.’ And because of that, they have one of the most diverse audiences of any museum in the country.” –

*Lonnie G. Bunch III

MENTORING
We helped our Class of 2020 Explors hone their soft skills and distance learning techniques as they prepared for an unprecedented college experience. We helped our 2021 graduates and underclassmen and their families navigate college admissions and the testing process, avoid disruption to paid work experience, and receive professional mentoring at a time when safe employment and internships largely disappeared.

SCIENCE & TECHNOLOGY
A mixture of at-home experiments with Science Pill Live, guided activities like Stargazing, conversations with experts like Ask An Astronomer, and partnerships with observatories, fellow museums, and scientists like Astronaut Mae Jemison inspired scientists of all ages to explore the worlds around them even from home.

* Lonnie G. Bunch III, Secretary, Smithsonian Institution and founding director of the Smithsonian’s National Museum of African American History and Culture (NMAAH), Museums Issue, Vox, November 2020
MUSEUM TRUSTEES 2020

EX OFFICIO
The Honorable
Phillip D. Murphy
Governor, State of New Jersey

The Honorable
Ras J. Baraka
Mayor, City of Newark

The Honorable
Joseph N. DiVincenzo, Jr.
Essex County Executive

The Honorable
Moderd C. Crump
President, Newark
Municipal Council

The Honorable
Roger León
Superintendent, Newark Board of Education

OFFICERS
Clifford W. Blanchard
Christine C. Gillilan
Co-Chairs
Jacob S. Buurma
Robert H. Doherty
Arlene Lieberman
Marshall B. McLean
Vice Presidents
Peter B. Sayre
Linda C. Harrison
Secretary

DIRECTOR EMERITA
Mary Sue Sweeney Price

CHIEF CURATOR EMERITUS
Ulysses Grant Dietz

TRUSTEES
Clifford W. Blanchard
Sara Bonesteel
Joseph L. Buckley
Jacob S. Buurma
Eleonore Kessler Cohen
Lee Ann Dillon
Robert H. Doherty
Peter Englert
Christine Chambers Gillilan
Curtis A. Johnson, Esq.
Allen J. Karp
Megan Myungwon Lee
Judith Lieberman

Arlene S. Lieberman
Shahid J. Malik
Marshall B. McLean
Ronald Oller
Adrienne A. Phillips, M.D.
Eric Fitzgerald Reed
Andrew H. Richards
Peter B. Sayre
Monica Slater Stokes
Elizabeth Suette

*In memoriam

BUSINESS & COMMUNITY COUNCIL
The Newark Museum of Art recognizes the leadership of these volunteers and representatives of business, community, governmental, and educational organizations. Their commitment to expanding the Museum’s network of partners helps the institution to reach its fundraising and audience engagement goals.

MEMBERS
Nicole Alexander, Esq.
Regina F. Barbosa
Anthony Borelli
Michael Campbell
Sam Chapin
Kim Alexander-Cook, M.P.A.
Joseph Coviello, Esq.
Gina Esq
Patricia B. Greer, Esq
Thomas Goleitz
Michael D. Hall
Jeremy V. Johnson
Monique Jones
Barbara Kaufman
Ramele J. Massey
Linda Morgan
Tracy Munford
Marion G. O’Neill
Susana Quintas
Susan Schear
John Sutroson, Esq
Susan Todd

MEMBERS EMERITA
Patricia L. Capawana
David J. Ceech, Esq

THE NEWARK MUSEUM VOLUNTEER ORGANIZATION (NMVO)
The Newark Museum of Art recognizes the leadership of these volunteers and representatives of members who give generously of their time and energy to provide a welcoming and memorable museum experience. The commitment of volunteers embodies the values of the Museum, which was founded in the public trust as a museum of service.

PRESIDENT
Mary Courtlen

SECRETARY
Prudence Bradley

TREASURER
Elisa Nazario

BOARD MEMBERS
Ronne Bassman-Agins
Carole Bezzell
Judy Cohen
Bernice Friedman
Pauline Lewis
Carolyn Madsen
Marge Marciano
Barbara Parker Kalemkerian

Linda Peoples-Thomas
Pat Riley
Sue Smith
Robert Starkoff
Marsha Walton

“I am so thankful for the hard work of all your staff through this pandemic.”
-Member, October 2020

DOCENT COUNCIL
The Newark Museum of Art recognizes the leadership of these volunteers and representatives of volunteer docents who connect objects and ideas to the needs and wishes of audiences. The commitment of docents to training and delivering tours helps the Museum to welcome everyone with inclusive experiences that spark curiosity and foster community.

Prudence Bradley
Bernice Feuer
Adrienne Geller

Ellen Greenfield
Constance James
Gwynne McConkey
Sue Smith
THANK YOU TO OUR MOST GENEROUS DONORS

The Newark Museum of Art recognizes the following donors who contributed $20,000 or more to the Museum’s operations and initiatives in 2020.

$1,000,000 - $1,999,999
City of Newark
NJ Heritage Foundation

$500,000 - $999,999
The Prudential Foundation
New Jersey Department of Community Affairs
New Jersey State Council on the Arts

$100,000 - $499,999
Bank of America
Prudential Financial, Inc.
PSEG Foundation
Victoria Foundation

$50,000 - $99,999
Mary and Clifford Blanchard
The Howard Byrne Fund
Columbia Bank Foundation
Hawthorne Charitable Foundation
F.M. Kirby Foundation, Inc.
Arlene S. Lieberman
Laura J. Niles Foundation, Inc.
Paul S. Nadler Family Charitable Trust
The Andy Warhol Foundation for the Visual Arts

$20,000 - $49,999
Anonymous
The Charles E. and Edna T. Brundage Charitable Foundation
Elenore Kessler Cohen
Ann B. Dickinson
Horizon Blue Cross Blue Shield of New Jersey
The Horace W. Goldsmith Foundation
Kathy and Mark Grier
The Hyde and Watson Foundation
Judith Lieberman
New Jersey Council for the Humanities
The New York Community Trust, Wattles Family Charitable Fund
Panasonic Corporation of America
Cynthia and Andrew Richards
Saint Elizabeth Ann Bayley Seton Foundation
Lynn and Peter Sayre
Estate of Donald M. Shachat
Fanny & Morris Skaw Foundation, Inc.
State of New Jersey / Office of Faith-Based Initiatives
Tarver/Walls Foundation
TD Charitable Foundation
The Eleanor Upton Charitable Foundation
Turrell Fund
Verizon Foundation

PROJECT SUPPORT

The Newark Museum of Art is proud to partner with these individuals and organizations to further core programs and mission-driven activities for the benefit of a diverse public.

EDUCATION & COMMUNITY PROGRAMS

$500,000
New Jersey Department of Community Affairs
Rockefeller Philanthropy Advisors
Provident Bank Foundation
Tito’s Handmade Vodka

$100,000 & $499,999
Horizon Foundation for New Jersey National Endowment for the Humanities
PSEG Foundation
Victoria Foundation
State of New Jersey/Office of Faith-Based Services
Turrell Fund

$50,000 - $99,999
Bank of America
Columbia Bank Foundation
Hawthorne Charitable Foundation
The Howard Byrne Fund

EXHIBITIONS & COLLECTIONS

$50,000
The Andy Warhol Foundation for the Visual Arts

$10,000 - $19,999
The Merrill G. and Emira E. Hastings Foundation
New Jersey Council for the Humanities

$25 - $4,999
Christine Ettle
Laura Gellett
Thomas Harmon
Marilyn and John Hayden
Helen Hersh and Charles Sporr
Betsy and Lawson Thomas

EXPLORERS PROGRAM

$25,000 AND ABOVE
Laura J. Niles Foundation, Inc.
The New York Community Trust, Wattles Family Charitable Fund
Paul S. Nadler Family Charitable Trust
PSEG Foundation

$10,000 - $24,999
Cepregy Foundation
Panasonic Corporation of North America
Paul S. Nadler Family Charitable Trust
Verizon Foundation

$1,000 - $9,999
Ellen and Donald Greenfield
Dr. Anne Englot and Peter Englot
Dr. Adrienne Phillips
Janice Mattson and Jonathan Sloan
Dr. Victor S. Sloan and Ms. Sandra Gong

$100 - $999
Ronnie Bassman-Agins
Doris Chamberlain
New York Life Insurance Company
Carole Ostroff
Kathleen and Jonathan Peacock

“The Explorers program taught me so much about the culture and experiences of people from so many different corners of life. I have never met such a diverse group of teens before, and it’s something I can truly learn from.”
— Bhuvan Dave, Explorers Class of 2020
ANNUAL FUND

The Newark Museum of Art is tremendously grateful for donors who provided support for general operations. In particular, the Museum would like to thank individuals and funders who responded swiftly to the need for unrestricted emergency funding as a result of the COVID-19 pandemic.

$4 MILLION
City of Newark

$300,000
The Prudential Foundation

$100,000 - $299,999
Geraldine R. Dodge Foundation, Inc.
The Henry Luce Foundation, Inc.

$50,000 - $99,999
F.M. Kirby Foundation, Inc.

$30,000 - $49,999
The Eleanor Upton Charitable Foundation
Estate of Donald M. Shachat
Fannie & Morris Sklasky Foundation, Inc.

$20,000 - $29,999
Mary and Clifford Blanchard
The Charles E. and Edna T. Brundage
Charitable Foundation
Arlene S. Lieberman

$10,000 - $19,999
Dickinson Family Foundation
Judith Lieberman
The MCJ Amelott Foundation
Pfizer Inc.
Rockefeller Philanthropy Advisors
The Ryan Family Foundation
Lynn and Peter Sayre

$5,000 - $9,999
Bank of America
Sally G. Chubb
Ross and Kathy Wagner
Edison Properties
Newark Foundation
Jockey Hollow Foundation, Inc.
Allen and Susan Karp
Jay and Mary Lloyd
New Jersey Council for the Humanities

$2,500 - $4,999
Curtis Johnson, Esq. and Melissa Hager
Shahid and Rohheela Malik
Kimberly and Marshall McLean
Mary Sue Sweeney Pribe
Joan and Seth Rosen
Gary N. Shaw
Julie and Lewis Stone
John and Jeannette Walton
Richard and Kathy Wehrroth

$1,000 - $2,499
Anonymous (2)
Edward and Barbara Becker
Susan Becker and Faith Baum
Impact100 Essex
Stephanie and Russel Deyo
Lee Ann Dillon
Robert H. Doherty
John S. Eddy
Lisa Cloutier
Rita Cohen
Marie H. Cole
Joan Conley
Michael F. Costa
Mary and Raymond Courtien
Jonathan Fleisch
Susan G. Curnt
Harriet Crosse
Andrea E. Kircher
William and Carolyn Knox
Jordan and Renee
Kuperschmid
James Lukenda and Maura Lockhart
Gwynne and Michael McConkley
Kendall Messick
Susan and Douglas Morrison
Sharon and Jimmy Schwarz
James J. Shea
Irene D. Stein
Joanne Wolfe

$500 - $999
Karen Bedrosian Richardson
Peter L. Chapin
Designing Insights LLC
Helen and James Galt
William S. Gannon
Eleanor and Martin Gruber
Jeremy U. Johnson
Ellen and Thomas Lambert
Jay M. Metz
Robert Place
Mary Sue S. Price
Pricewaterhouse Cooper
Steven Saperstein
Mary Beth and John Scherer
Eleanor Stanley
Janet and J. Peter Simon
Monica Slater Stokes
Christopher Sullivan and Sharlene Atazo
Morris and Charlotte Tanenbaum
Joannah and Harry Willmerding

$250 - $499
Anonymous (2)
Sherri and Fred Bennett
Paula and Martin Bier
Fen-Dow and Petra Chu

“I grew up in Newark, and I am so amazed that the magic of the experiences that I remember as a child is still very much alive there and is still changing lives for young people today.”

— Museum visitor, February 2020

Lisa Cloutier
Rita Cohen
Marie H. Cole
Joan Conley
Michael F. Costa
Mary and Raymond Courtien
Jonathan Fleisch
Susan G. Curnt
Harriet Crosse
Andrea E. Kircher
William and Carolyn Knox
Jordan and Renee
Kuperschmid
James Lukenda and Maura Lockhart
Gwynne and Michael McConkley
Kendall Messick
Susan and Douglas Morrison
Sharon and Jimmy Schwarz
James J. Shea
Irene D. Stein
Joanne Wolfe

SUSAN K. ANDERSON
Robert Axel
Deborah W. Bailey
Jay Banks
Peggy Barbella-Fitzsimmons
Ellen Becker
Joseph Belfatto
Eugene and Bloom
Dorothy Blostein
Rolande M. Bomo
Prudence Bradley
Faith and Theodore Brancato
Barbara B. Brous
Lorelei Hums
Eugene Campbell
Catherine and Anthony Cappiello
Esther and Dean Carlson
Charles M. Chapin
Blanche Cirker
Shirley M. Cibert
Barbara Coovins
Esther B. Cohen
Company B
Geoffrey M. Conner
Jane and Robert Cowen
James M. Crawford
Amy and William Dahm
Norma and James Davis
Marie A. Delia Pella
Donna Dixon
Lois and Frank Dyker
Margaret El
Michele M. Ellis
Kristin Elliott
Mary Ellis
James Engel
Eileen Fink
Thelma Florin
Ruth and Noel Friedland
Barbara Ajer and Edmond Furza
Charlotte Gefland
Barbara Golub
Trisha Goswami
David Scott Greene
Vivian Greene
Ellen and Don Greenfield
Wilma J. Grey
Aileen Grossberg and Melanie Grossberg
Nina Guercio and Horace Steele
Patricia Guilds and Catherine Sourdovel
Cheryl Iman Hamilton
Elizabeth C. Irvine
Anne M. Heflich
Fran H. Henig
Thomas C. Hills
Barbara Howard
Pauline J. Howard
Ihannah Claire Martin Hume
Edward Hunter
Ruth L. Hutter
Brenda B. Jackson
Meg and Howard Jacobs
Gail Jaffe and Sanford Feld
Guy Johnson
Karen Johnson
Mary Lee and David Jones
Nanette Rodney Kelkian
Elizabeth and Thomas Kelsey
Lou Koeher
Ina Lattner
Mary and Ansley LaMar
Thomas S. Larson
Thomas S. Larson
Priscilla Laurel
Penny and Jeff Leiman
GIFTS TO THE COLLECTION
The following donors made gifts that enrich The Newark Museum of Art’s collections for future visitors.

Barbara and Neal Schatz  
Ronald and Myra Kent  
Barbara Groshin  
Lee & Lily Siegelson  
Reverend Dr. David Hopper  
Dr. Simon Ottenberg

MATCHING GIFT SUPPORT
The Newark Museum of Art wishes to commend the following partners for promoting a culture of philanthropy among their employees through matching gift programs.

Aetna Foundation  
Bank of America  
Benefit Community Impact Fund  
The Chubb Corporation  
ExxonMobil Foundation  
Geraldine R. Dodge Foundation, Inc.

The Horizon Foundation of New Jersey  
Pfizer Foundation  
Prudential Financial  
Public Service Electric Gas Company  
Victoria Foundation  
Wills Towers Watson  
YourCause, LLC

IN-KIND SUPPORT
The Newark Museum of Art is indebted to partners in the community who contribute materials and pro bono services.

Christie’s  
The Perception

The Rubin Museum of Art  
Sterling Affair

Sotheby’s  
Barbara Tracey and Bruce McCutcheon  
United Airlines

Lance Thambuswamy  
Janet Thomas  
Linda and Arthur Thomas  
Dana Thompson  
Janice and Michael Thompson  
Ann Tilley  
Amy Tobra  
Gillian Tobias  
James IOMCzyk  
Vivian Tong  
Connie Torres  
Viviana Torres  
Alice Reid and S. Breecker Totten  
Paul L. Trachtenberg  
Elisabeth Tracy  
V. Tucci  
Megan Tucker  
Lydia M. Turner  
Laura van der Lans  
Cornelia Vandervliet  
Yolanda Varela  
Lauren Vassil  
Laura D. Vega  
Sonia Vazimilla  
Shannon Veitna  
Alexa Virdi  
Lucinda Virgil  
Michele M. Visco  
Alissa Voznaya  
Curtis Walker  
Rosie Wallis  
Heidi Warbasse  
Bradley Warfield  
Anne Weaver  
Erin Weaver  
Rumi Weaver  
Eleanor Weber  
Cara Welner  
Amy Weissmann  
Laura Wenham  
Jean Wenzel  
Vlo Westwood  
Jonathan White  
Judy White  
Adalay Whittaker  
Courtney Wilder  
Susie Willkening  
Kyle Wilkinson  
Miles Williams  
Thy Williams  
Mika Winkates  
Rachel and Timothy Wintemberg  
Kathryn Wolf  
Megan Wolfe  
Subrina Wood  
Nicolette Woolard  
Melody Woods  
Ashley Worisman  
Luke Xu  
Bandy Young-Byrd  
Yvonne Zaragoza-Garcia  
Carla Zayas  
Amy Zeigler  
Kristiana Zerom  
Jennifer and Daniel Zinman

Tonia Samman  
Hannah Sanders  
Camille Santana  
Josuana Sama  
Serys Sarcos  
Rob Sartain  
Paul Schuemann  
Kara Schwind  
Pamela Schmitt  
Allie Schreiner  
John Schreiner  
Rachel Schwartz  
Gabriela Sepulveda  
Rachael Seward  
Niya Shabazz  
EA Shakkai  
Jocelin Shimel  
Jenise Shuford  
Ston Elenekievicz  
Ellis Sigone  
Dawn and Renato Silva  
Sara Silver  
Ruth and Peter Simmons  
Marc Skinner  
Sandra Gong and Dr. Victor Sloan  
Ami Smith  
Carlin Smith  
Dona Smith  
Errol Smith  
Kendall B. Smith  
Lisa Smith  
Sasha Smith  
Thea Smolinski

Marsden Hartley, Mr. Griswold, 1913-14 oil on canvas, 40 x 36 in. Purchased 1940 Fannie Gold Bequest Fund 40.127
The Newark Museum of Art wishes to thank supporters of its benefit events for their tireless effort and creativity. With their help, the Museum builds community and raises critical funds for its operations.

ART BALL 2020

VISIONARY | $100,000
Prudential Financial

PARTNERS | $25,000
B'naiqk of America
Horizon Blue Cross Blue Shield of New Jersey
The MCJ Amelior Foundation

FRIENDS | $15,000
Mary and Clifford Blanchard
Reed Smith LLP
Arlene S. Lieberman
McCarter & English

PATRONS | $10,000
Jennifer and Jacob Buurma
Eleonore Kessler Cohen
Faegre Drinker Biddle & Reath LLP

DONORS | $5,000
L&M Development
Partners Inc.
PNC Financial Services Group, Inc.
Prime Therapeutics
ProHEALTH / Dr. Zeyad Baker
Quartet Health

GOLD RESERVATIONS
Frederick Mason and Diane Francis
Curtis Johnson, Esq. and Melissa Hager

CONTRIBUTORS
Darby and Mark Finkelstein
Judith Lieberman
Operating Engineers Local 68
Silver Brush Limited

BUSINESS SPONSORS | $10,000
The MCJ Amelior Foundation
Public Service Electric Gas Company

LEADERSHIP SPONSORS | $5,000-$9,999
Mary and Clifford Blanchard
Eleonore Kessler Cohen
Ann B. Dickinson
Kathy O'Donnell Grier
Judith Lieberman
Amy C. Lis
PNC Bank
Prudential Financial, Inc.
MaryAnn Rich and Family
Andrew and Cynthia Richards
Eleanor Sharkey
Julie and Lewis Stone

FRIENDS SPONSORS | $1,000-$4,999
Mindy A. Cohen
Lee Ann Dillon
Jane and Michael Griffin
Curtis Johnson, Esq. and Melissa Hager
Sharon Karmazin and David Greene
Arlene S. Lieberman
Ellen and Leonard Poliner
Andrew Ritschel
Rutgers University - Newark
Roberta Thaxton
Nina and Ted Wells

MUSEUM SUPPORTERS | $250-$999
Nicole Alexander
Lisa Amato
Joan Beck
Page E. Bigelow
Barbara B. Brous
Phyllis Buchsbaum
Patricia L. Capawana
Janet and Richard Cashion
Barbara Bell Coleman
Ellyn and Saul Dennison
Susan and Tom Dunn
Eleanor and Martin Gruber
Patricia A. Hammond
Ruth L. Hutter
Genesia and Steven Raman
Ellen and Thomas Lambert
Ellen and Ronald Legow
Jennifer Mazuzy
Linda Morgan and Philip Haws
Nancy Morgan
Beverly K. Nadler
Neil Painter and Glenn Shafer
Harriet Perlmuter
Daphne and Gardner Semet
Judith Shafft
Gale T. Spak
Darlene Take
Faith Taylor
Julia Shea and S. Glomer-Towell
Anonymous (2)

EVENT SUPPORTERS | $100
Vicki and William Abrams
Kim Alexander-Cook
Andrea Castillo
Christie's
Sylvia and Howard Cohen
Judy and Harvey Cohen
Elyse C. Constantin
Ana Cortina
Mary and Raymond Courten
Richard and Chris Dabagian
Robert H. Doherty
Madeline Dreifus
Sandra C. Eck
Michele M. Ella
Betty Feinberg
America Fernandez
Bernice and Harvey Feuer
Ellen Freitag
Susan F. Gannute
Caroline Glass
Thomas Goleitz
Ellen and Don Greenfield
Emily-Jane Kirwan and Jay Grimm
Donna Guariglia
Linda Harrison and Ellen Anderson
Anne Helfrich
Hannah Claire Martin Hume
Gail Jaiffe and Sanford Feld
Jane A. Kurek
Marsha and Peter Levin
William J. Louisa
Linda Mortimer
Janet and Daniel Murnick
Elsa and Angel Nazario
Cherry C. Provost
Roberta G. Rubin
Susan and David Scheur
Pamela A. Schlenker
Bennie J. Shachry
Judith R. Skillman
Jeffrey and Lara Smith
Lois R. Steinberg
Rachel Stern
Susan M. Todd
Clifford and Marsha Walton
Karen Wertheimer
Jeannine and Harry Wilmerding
Anonymous (2)
“Our daughter so enjoyed everything about Camp Newark Museum, from the free reign over the exhibits, learning from all your wonderful educators, making new friends of all ages and all backgrounds, outdoor jazz and participating in the performances and art exhibits. We loved hearing about it and we feel very lucky we were able to share our passion for all that camp has to offer with her.”

- Camp Newark Museum of Art parents, August 2020
IN MEMORIAM

The John Cotton Dana Society and the entire Newark Museum of Art community celebrate the life and legacy of these talented and dedicated individuals, whose generosity enriched our community over many years.

JAMES “JIM” C. BRADY, JR. 1935-2020 Supporter since 1984
LEARNED “DAAG” T. BULMAN 1925-2020 Member and Supporter since 1941
MAX IXEL COHEN 1955-2019 Founder’s Society Member and Lifelong Supporter
WILLIAM J. “BILL” DANE 1925-2019 John Cotton Dana Society Member and Supporter since 1980
STEPHEN R. EHRLICH 1935-2020 Museum Trustee 2005-2015; Founder’s Society Member, Supporter since 1985

RHODA EPISTEIN 1926-2019 Member since 1988, Volunteer since 2006
RUTH CLAY FLANAGAN D. 2020 John Cotton Dana Society Member and Supporter since 2005
BERTHA FREEMAN D. 2021 Museum Executive Assistant 2000-2019
WILLIAM H. GERDS 1923-2020 Museum Curator of Painting and Sculpture 1954-1966
BETTY HOLD JOHNSON 1921-2020 Member since 1987, Benefactor of Billy Johnson Auditorium

JOAN L. KALKIN 1931-2020 Museum Trustee 2005-2016, Founder’s Society Member since 1998
BEVERLEE KANANGUIER 1928-2019 Member since 2004, recipient of the 2015 Emma Fantone Distinguished Volunteer Service Award
DEBORAH BYE KEAN 1943-2020 First Lady of New Jersey 1982-1990, Member since 1984, Founder’s Society Member
DOROTHY M. KRAUSS 1946-2020 Docent and Volunteer since 2013, Supporter since 1982, John Cotton Dana Society Member
LOIS LAUTENBERG 1933-2020 Museum Trustee 1988-2008, Chair of the 1994 Ballantine House Campaign

BARBARA LOWELL 1925-2020 Museum Membership, Volunteer and Travel Director 1975-1998, Founder’s Society Member
PAULINA K. MARKS 1920-2020 Member and Supporter since 1985
RITA K. NADLER 1957-2020 Docent and Volunteer since 2010, Founder’s Society Member
RONALD “RON” M. QUIB 1951-2020 Museum Trustee 2003-2016, Collector, Founder’s Society Member
LEA R. SNEIDER 1925-2020 Asian Art Donor and Supporter

“For me, supporting the Explorers Program is a perfect tribute to the wishes of my late husband Paul. He believed in the unmatched importance of education and would have loved the mentorship and training it provides young people at a critical time in their lives.”

— Beverly K. Nadler, July 2020, Member of the John Cotton Dana Society

THE JOHN COTTON DANA SOCIETY

We wish to thank members of our Museum family for their generosity and their vision in making a planned gift to the Museum this year. As John Cotton Dana Society members, their support will will enrich the lives of the next generation of Museum visitors.

PLANNED GIFT
Beverly K. Nadler

BEQUESTS
Estate of William J. Dane
Estate of Hilda L. Gonsalves

Estate of Dorothy M. Krauss
Estate of Ruth Clay Flanagan
Estate of Donald M. Shachat
FOUNDER’S SOCIETY MEMBERSHIP AT THE NEWARK MUSEUM OF ART

A blend of philanthropy and connoisseurship, Founder’s Society is a membership program whose participants enrich our community through their generosity and curiosity.

VISIONARIES CIRCLE $25,000 +
Anonymous

LEADER’S CIRCLE $15,000 - $24,999
Wilma and Arthur Gelfand
Kathy and Mark Grier
Artie L. Lieberman
Cynthia and Andrew Richards
Lynn and Peter Sayre

CHAIRMAN’S CIRCLE $10,000 - $14,999
Mary and Clifford Blanchard
Judith Lieberman

PRESIDENT’S CIRCLE $5,000 - $9,999
Elisabeth and Philip Allen
Sara and Jonathan Bonesteel
Jenice and Jerry Brown
Joseph L. Buckley, Esq.
Ann B. Dickinson and Richard Purlington
Lee Ann Dillon
Mary Ann and Stephen* Erlich

DIRECTOR’S CIRCLE $2,500 - $4,999
Audrey Bartner
Marsha and Stephen Blank
Prudence Bradley
Barbara B. Brooks
Christie’s
Eleonore Kessler Cohen
Judy and Stewart Cotlen
Mary and Raymond Courtin
Elyn and Saul Dennison
Ulisses G. Dietz and Gary N. Berger
Faege Drinker
Betty Feldberg
Eileen Finck
Barbara Golub
Ellen and Donald Greenfield
Janice F. Hagerty
Lorraine and Joseph Hughes

Ruth L. Hutter
Joan* and Eugene Kalkin
Doris and Daniel Kaplan
Sharon Karmazin and David Greene
Rochelle and Ronald Karp
The Honorable Thomas and Mrs. Deborah* Kean
Virginia Keith
Penny and Jeff Leman
Dorothy D. Lewis
Theodore M. Lytwyn
Geraldyn and Richard Madsen
Elizabeth and Spencer Marsh III
Gwynne and Michael McConkey
Marie and Joseph Malone
Joyce R. Michaelson
Mrs. Theodore R. Munick
Beverly K. Nadler
Rita K. Nadler*

The Honorable Edith K. Payne
Drs. Ellis and Algernon Phillips
Dr. Adrienne Phillips
Jean H. Rich
Sara Ann and Robert Sanders
Sotheby’s Preferred
Sylvia L. Stein
Anne Strauss-Wieder
Judith P. Targan
Marjorie and Monroe Tenner
Betsy and Lawton Thomas
Judith and Thomas Walters
The Honorable Alvin Weiss
Peggy C. Yu

In memorium

To learn more about the unique benefits and rewarding impact of Founder’s Society and supporting Membership, please contact
Michela Saviola, Director of Membership and Individual Giving, at 973.596.6491

SUPPORTING MEMBERSHIP AT THE NEWARK MUSEUM OF ART

FELLOW $1,500
Linda Harrison and Ellen Anderson
Israel Ehrismann and Mark Covey
Susan E. Garruto
Margaret and Christopher Laffey
Faith and Jonathan Miller
Heather Stewart-Pyne
Diane M. Ridley
Marge Marciano and Jim Vere

BENEFACtor $500
Anonymous
Thomas J. Airutz
Linda and Leonard Berkowitz
Rolande M. Borno
Janet and Richard Cashion
Mindy A. Cohen
Christine James and Nick De Toutlaim
Zella and Sanford Felzenberg
Judith and Richard Fuller
Elizabeth C. Heine
Cathy and Larry Jamison
Deborah and Matt Kasindorf
Dorothy* and George Krauss
Edith Oxfield
Phyllis Saltz
Neil Painter and Glenn Shafer

SUSTAINER $300
Elizabeth and Michael Aaron
Wendy and Gary Balter
Larry Barnes
Kerry Barringer
Sheree and Fredric Bennett
Suzanne and Saul Berkowitz
Page E. Bigelow
Janet and Edward Bowers
Marian and John Boyko
Carole and Joseph Bottezzi
Casey and William Bradford
Renee and Kopel Burt
Dorothy Warner and John Buschman
Linda and Joseph Calamari
Vicki and Ron Carter
Hedy Hartman and Andrew Chait
Marie H. Cole
Joanna Conrad
G. Kurt Piehler and Susan Contente
Susan Mayo and Eugene Cornell
Mary Gerald and Joseph D’Onorzo
Teddie and Scott Dolph
Mary H. Donnell
Susan and Tom Dun
Linda and Mark Epps
Christine Ertje
Charlotte Gelfand
Barbara Dorfman and Martin Goffman
Kellie Fitzgerald and Jonathan Goldberg
Virginia Gollin
Andrea and Warren Grover
Eleanor and Martin Gruber
Maureen and David Hight
Shunyu Haigler
Mary Ann and Ronald Hart
Anne M. Helfrich
Crystal Patterson and Blake Henry
Deborah and George Himmel
Barbara E. Kauffman and Alan J. Horowitz
Cynthia Green and Joshua Jablons
Cynthia Jacobson
Norman, James
Peter Jebody
Genesa and Steven Kamen
Wendy and Hank Kaplowitz
Jane and John Katz

Marge and Michael Kelly
Ellen and Thomas Lambert
Ellen and Donald Legow
Dawn and Kevin Lenahan
Pauline Lewis
Carol and Robert Marcus
Thomas Marlowe
Barbara Ann Tracey and Bruce McClutchey
Linda and Joshua Milstein
Carletta Mitchell
Carol and John Mohan
Susan and Douglas Morrison
Mary Newman and Robert Noble
Diana Petelin
Irene Pomianowski
Charles Pezzii
Mary Forsberg and Carl Pray
Judith and Donald Robinson
Nancy and Boyd Roche
Michele and Domenick Saliola
Constance Satz
Toby Schreiber
Patricia Connors and Daniel Schlaggasse
Barbara and Leo Sendor
Leila and Ronald Solomon
Naomi and Mark Stein
Valerie and Douglas Tainer
Antonia and Richard Tisch champion
Sheryl and Roger Tucker
Sharon Burton-Turner and Lincoln Turner
Jesse and Roger Velievsky
Betsy and Alan Vinegad
Mary Jo Patterson and David Waid
Donald J. Wallace
MEMBERS OF THE NEWARK MUSEUM OF ART

PATRON $150
Anonymous (5)
Anita and Richard Adelman
Robin and Robin Ahern
Kim Alexander-Cook
Christine Angel
Deborah Kaplan and
Nathan Appel
Noemi Asencio
Hazzetta K. Bagby
Peggy Barbella-Fitzsimmons
Roy S. Barber
Ann and Michael Benders
Rita Pereira and John Bender
Cynthia Wang and
David Bendich
Diane Beni
Anne Berry
Paula and Martin Bier
Nancy S. Bigelow
Veronica L. Bishop
Elizabeth Bitterman
Dino Bijepejpa
ey
Yvette and Richard Blackman
Christina Blue
and
Chesney Blue
David Blumenfeld
Simone Gallik and
Charles Boll
Terrissa Bonner
Susan and Dan Battorff
Monika M. Bouchat
Carolyn Lewis and
Thomas Bowerer
Phillip N. Buchbaum
Kathryn and
James Burgmeyer
Mary and Charles Burlis
Patricia Thomas and
Tamia Burns
Lorelei Burns
John Cerilli
Amy and Robert Chancer
Carol and Alan Cheater
Karen Lamp and
William Cacilico
Nae Cincellino
Carole and James Cline
Judy and Harvey Cohen
Margaret Cohen
Nancy Zak and Arnold Cohen
Sylvia and Howard Cohen
Elyse C. Constantin
Jean E. Cooper and
William Cooper
Reyther Ortuga and
Joan Cowans
J. Christopher Craig
Pamela Norris and
Oliver Crawshaw
Timothy and Gloria Crist
Connie J. Crowell
Claudia and Gregory Cuca
Bonnie and Sheldon Cytron
Richard and Chris Daglian
Amy and William Dahn
Jacquelyn R. Davis
Michele Davis
Cathy and Paul Dean
Robert Starkoff and
Samuel Del Proposto
Linda Dennery
Holly Gauthier and
Stuart Deutsch
Melissa Krumann and
Kenneth Dowell
Marsha and Joel Dowhen
Helene and Jerome Bremler
Susan and
John Dromsky-Reed
Sandra C. Eck
Arina Tichenko and
Mark Edgar
Susan and
Steven Eisenhauer
Elizabeth and Philip Elsner
Anne and Michael Endy
Stanley Epstein
Marcia Sokoloff and
Barret Eskin
Juliette Evans
Michelle and Richard Fanelli
Robert Feis
Bernice and Harvey Feuer
Joyce and Eugene Fildin
Mary Flynn
Marcella Bernson and
Robert Foster
Nancy and Morris Freedman
Ruth and Noel Friedland
Doris Froehlich
Luana Giattitto
Barbara Epstein and
Paula Galowitz
Gal Altemann and Ira Gang
Gale Fisbels and Mark Giler
Kirsten Glard
Geraldine Struck
Stephen Gilbert
Maureen Gilligan
Jaymie Martin and
Jeffrey Goldberg
Marcia and Jill Goldfischer
Honorable Donald S.
Goldman and Barbara
Goldman
Jean and Joel Goldberg
Jill Oertzen and
Frank Graffeo
Beth Yingling and
Ken Green
Sharron Libes and
Jay Green
Emily-Jane Kim and
Jay Crimm
Richard Grossklaus
Donna Guariplia
Curts Justice, Esq. and
Melfa Hager
Audrey Halowitz
Ruth and Donald Harnk
Harry B. Harasimowicz
Freazeal Harris
John Haschak III
Chaimere Hairson-Hayes and
Gary Hayes
Chaimere Haist and
Christopher Heinlen
Nancy Herron
Mary and Thomas Heyman
Donna Mitchell and
Jill Patterson
Carla Zimmerman and
Philip Hirschhorn
Chad and Christopher Hurd
Daniel Hopkins
Kathryn and
Mary E. Hurt
Anne and Michael Hynd
Stephen Jackson
Besta Klein and
Maurice Kollock
Jill Klinkenberg and
Pamela Kline
Kathleen Leary and
Barbara Logan
Karen Lewis and
Sherry L. Peterson
Harriet and Richard Liroff
Sisse and Kurt Lislevand
Josephine Loginova
Joan and John Low
Joan and Joseph Mack
Blanche and Wilkie Macklin
Judith and
Nancy M. McAllister
Karen and James Horton
Monica Edmonds-Wilson
and Adel Howard
Elizabeth D. Hutchinson
Kathleen Brough and
David Isaakowitz
Brenda B. Jackson
Jennifer Bender and
Damon Brok</p>
The Newark Museum of Art

Robert Marlowe and Almut Trinius
Jo Ann and Paul Tunleson
Natalie Koch and Celeste Turner
Patricia Verdon
Cheryl Washington
Carol and Donald Welsh
George Wheatley Williams
Geraldine Joseph and Keith Wilks
Mrs. Joan White
Osydey Chestnutt and Tracy White
Ms. and Mrs. Robin L. Whitely
Clara B. Williams
Cymone and Anthonoy Williamson
William Woody
Jennifer and Shawn Yaney
Mayda Zaal and Esther Julia
Chi and Christopher Zsonce
Steven Altman and Bingzhung Zhu

Public Library
Piscataway Township Free Public Library
Plainsfield Public Library
Rahway Public Library
Ridgewood Public Library
Roslyn Public Library
South Brunswick Public Library
West Orange Public Library

DUAL $70
Nicole Alexander
Adelle and Stephen Anish Kenner
Irene and Arthur Appelbaum
Clare Asnare
Susan Ath
Susanne Heubel and Glenn Azzolini
Regina and Steven Barboza
Jera Burke and Jack Marsgill
Susan and Gerald Beatty
Darnell Bickley
Barbara and David Belasco
Nancy and Robert Benz
Lisa Noyan and Arnold Bernson
Delilah and David Black
Pat Burton and Christopher Black
Maryse and Howard Bloom
Deborah Blue
Janet Maloney Bodner and Seth Bodner
Rosanne and Ira Bornstein
Gloria Boseman and Breon Boseman-Sims
Father and Theodore Brancato
Madeline and Norman Britman
Carolyn and Sheldon Brosnihan and Paul Brown
Walter Dowd and Wellington Brown

Joan and Harvey Bucholtz
Catherine and John Cofone
Susan Burns and Michael Camp
Cathy and Tony Cappiello
Eline and Leroy Cody
Rona Cohen
Christine and Daniel Collins
Dawn and Joseph Copolla
Carol Crump
Diane and David Dias
The Honorable Dennis Dowd and Mary Dowd
Sonia and Brian Duncan
Jeanne R. Eisele
Michael Etkin
Gloria and Moda Essulis
Maryou and Irwin Facher
Ellen A. Farrell
Mary Knowles and Steve Feldberg
Charlotte and Steven Frank
Gail and Leonard C. Friedman
Ellen Woods and Marcelle Gala
John Gattis
Anita and Joseph Gobadi
Carolyn and George Ginsberg
Debra Glessner
Sylvia and Howard Goldberg
Lynn and Matthew Goldberg
Rona and Stephen Goldberg
Salome and Guy Gonzalez
Melissa Goslin
The Family of Robert George Greene, M.D.
Catherine and Wayne Greenfelder
Susan and Joseph Guariglia
Lynn Gus
Amy Singer and Mark Ishihefik
Dana Hamilton
Meghan and Paul Hartley
Joan Poole and Randolph Haviland

Virginia and Russell Hawkins
Lois and Jim Holy
Fran Henig
Yeon Son and Jason Hernandez
Daniel Radoff and Thomas Hill
Maryann and Joseph Horta
carl Herbert House
Terje Ikedo
Judith and Michael Israel
Linda and Melvin Jacobs
Amelia Roote-James and Michael James
Robert Jordan
David P. Joseph
Charlene Caputo and Jerry Kuhse
Mashe Kam
Kathleen and Thomas Kelly
Jane and Jeff Kline
Christina Leitze and Susan Kliewiowski
Shannon Kovac
George M. Kramer
Joanne Landau
Nancy and John Lasser
Susan and Peter Lederman
Paula A. Whitlock and A. Bryan Lees
Tara Lewis
Carleton Lewis
June and Winston Lewis
Mary Clumman and Peter Lindenfeld
Maeve O’Hanna and Lucy Loux
Myra and Martin Lustberg
Donna Madison
Susan Gibbons and James Malloch
Janet Mandel
Jennifer and Edward Markham
Clara and Arthur May
Kevin McCarthy
Karen McLane-Tolan
Brenda and Joseph Menker
“I can’t get enough of your great science programs—planetarium shows, science talks, and astronomers were all spectacular and great learning experiences for all ages.”

—Event guest, November 2020
COLLECTION STATISTICS
Graphic excludes the science collection which accounts for 56% of the Museum’s holdings and includes 170,000 objects.

PERMANENT COLLECTION

304,448 Objects

- American Art
- Art of the Americas
- Arts of the Ancient Med
- Decorative Arts
- Numismatics
- Arts of Global Asia (includes Oceania)
- Arts of Global Africa

Arts of Global Africa
7,139, 5%

American Art
10,260, 8%

Art of the Americas
6,454, 5%

Arts of the Ancient Med
4,777, 4%

Decorative Arts
55,595, 41%

Numismatics
20,000, 15%

2020 EXHIBITIONS

Please view our online exhibitions and additional content at newarkmuseumart.org/exhibitions/virtual-exhibitions

NORMAN BLUHM: METAMORPHOSIS
February 13, 2020 - August 16, 2020
Virtual exhibition + reopening 2021

WOLFGANG GIL: SONIC GEOMETRIES

FOUR QUILTMKERS, FOUR AMERICAN STORIES

Virtual exhibition + reopening 2021

MUSEUM CAMPUS

GROUND LEVEL OF MUSEUM CAMPUS

Key: ◼️ Information ◼️ Stairs ◼️ Elevator
◼️ Shop ◼️ Coatroom ◼️ Bathroom ◼️ Elderly Accessable

1 MAIN BUILDING

SOUTH WING

1 BALLANTINE HOUSE

NORTH WING

LOCATED AT CENTRAL AVE.

EDUCATION STAFF ENTRANCE

WASHINGTON ST.
Thank you to all of our members and donors for your continued support.